
2013 Prescott Rally

NNRC Standings Regional Standings Score Boards Live text

   
16:39   Sarkis is a DNF  

We have now heard that Sarkis Mazmanian was unable to get his car going and will be a DNF.  
Mike G.

 
16:24   Sarkis is off on the last stage  

We have a report that Sarkis Mazmanian has gone off the road on the last stage and damaged
the car. At this point we don't know the extent of the damages.   Mike G.

 
15:25   Stages 9 & 10 Clean  

All the cars completed stages 9 and 10 without incident. There are only two stages remaining
which will be a repeat of stages 9 & 10.   Mike G.

 
12:25   Wilson damages front bumper  

Apparently Chuck Wilson had a close enconter with something hard since he showed up at the
finish of stage eight with only half a front bumper.   Halle C.

 
11:56   Sarkis is off on stage 8  

Sarkis Mazmanian is off the road at the "the bridge" with the OK sign out. Its unclear whether he
will be able to continue.   Mike G.

 
11:54   Lightner losses brakes  

Jason Lightner has lost brakes on stage 7 and ran stage 8 with no brakes. At the end of stage 8
they took the left rear tire off to try to make some repairs.   Mike G.

 
11:24   Song retakes the overall lead  

Both O'Driscoll and Song went faster on stage 8 than they did earlier today, but Song won the
stage and is now a scant 0.02 minute ahead of O'Driscoll.   Mike G.

 
11:19   Hawk Miller rolled on stage 7  

It has been reported that Hawk Miller is stopped on stage 7, Perkinsville East 2 with the OK sign
displayed. We have now heard that he rolled the car six times and it is now partially in the road.
  Mike G.

 
11:08   O'Driscoll retakes the overall lead  

Tingwu Song had a flat on stage 7 and lost about half a minute allowing Chris O'Driscoll to take
the lead. This could be close by the end of the day.   Mike G.

 
09:59   Kurt Smith finishes stage 6  

Kurt Smith got back on the road and has now finished stage 6. Apparently the steering shaft
came out of the universal joint, leaving him with no steering resulting in the off road excursion.
Fortunately they were able to rejoin the shaft and the universal joint and get back on the road.  
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Mike G.

 
09:46   Kurt Smith is off the road on stage six.  

It has been reported that Kurt Smith has been stopped with the OK sign out. We do not know
what his problem is right now.   Halle C.

 
09:41   Lightner has right rear damage  

Car 912 has a lose right rear mud flap, so he may have had a close encounter with a dirt bank .
  Halle C.

 
09:36   Scott leads Marciniak  

Brian Scott in a classic Datsun 240z beat Kris Marciniak in a Dodge Neon on the first two
stages of the day, taking the lead in CRIS-2   Halle C.

 
09:27   Song takes lead  

Tingwu Song beat Chris O'driscoll on both stages five and six to take the over all lead. Song
now leadsO'driscoll by .31 minutes.   Halle C.

 
09:20   Cars are now running stage six  

its been reported that the cars are starting to run stage six, so we will be gaining more scores.  
Halle C.

 
08:56   Cars are now running on stage 5  

Stage 5 started on time, and three cars are on the stage, so we should be getting scores soon.
  Mike G.

 
00:40   "If this was the roughest stage..."  

Markus and Alicia Saarinen are running a Mini Cooper and haven't had the best of luck so far
this season, but their perseverance is noteworthy. They'd heard through the grapevine that First
View North was the roughest stage and if they made it through that, they felt good about
finishing. Alicia noted it was much smoother in the Mini than when they recced it earlier in the
day in their street car.   MaryAnne S.

 
00:36   Chuck Wilson/Leelyn Pritchard just getting comfortable  

Only his second event in the Subaru (Wilson previously drove in the 2WD category), Chuck
said, "I'm still learning the car... lots of power and technology, so I'm staying easy." And just
before driving away, added, "and because we're running DRP, that's why we're going to win this
race!!"   MaryAnne S.

 
00:32   Stolen from the WRC... best quote of the day  

"If the people spectating aren't running, you're not going fast enough!!"   MaryAnne S.

 
00:30   Scott and Elizabeth Crouch... the newest father-daughter team  

Coming all the way from Boulder, Colo., 19-year-old Elizabeth is co-driving for her father, Scott.
This is only her second time co-driving and was the first time competing in the dark. "There were
lots of high-speed crests, 5 and 6." Her dad teased he's still learning to trust her calls from the
notes and would ask her 2-3 times.   MaryAnne S.
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00:26   Team quotes from Day 1: Start of SS4  

Here are some of my favorites: "We're going to keep it clean and smooth... HID needs to be
replaced." - Chris O'Donnell (I asked his wife Lori what it's like to rally with her husband; she just
laughed! :) "Tomorrow's a new day!" - Martin Brady "I'm not intimidated by the dust!" - Hawk
Miller (when asked if he slowed during the night stages) "The car's running like a champ! 316
Motorworks built me a solid car." - James Riley "At start of 3 our lights started flickering. We
found a bad wire, fixed it in 30 seconds, and took off." -Sarkis Mazmanian "We are having a
blast! We are the Rally Kings (team name). I got new tires so I have more confidence." - John
Trucks "We got a little bit lost on SS3, but got back on track." --Elizabeth Crouch (19-year-old
co-driving for her father... first time at night) "We had a... little excursion...just sucked in by a
berm. We properly reduced all of our corners knowing we'd be looser... good thing... we wouldn't
have gotten out of it!" -- Tracy Manspeaker "We lost our place in the notes and came into a 2
sideways." Brent Hannapel (their first rally!) "CAN YOU GET THAT BUG THAT'S SMEARED ALL
OVER OUR WINDSHIELD?!" - John Dillon (I'm a good sport... they gave me a bottle of water
and I used my sleeve to clean it off... yuck, but I'm a hero! :) )   MaryAnne S.

 
20:16   Rosner get stuck on burm  

Chris Rosner got stuck on a burm on stage 3 and had to wait for course closing to pull them off.
However once they were back on the road they were able to finish the stage and are now on
their way to stage 4.   Mike G.

 
20:07   Lightner dragging bumper  

Jason Lightner in a Porsche 911 finished stage 4 with the bumper and assorted body parts
dragging behind.   Mike G.

 
20:04   Sarkis dragging tail pipe  

At the finish of stage 4 Sarkis Mazmanian was dragging something under the car, probably the
exhaust system. In addition his stage time was a bit slower than expected.   Mike G.

 
20:00   O'Driscoll retakes the lead  

On stage 4 Chris O'Driscoll took the lead back from Tingwu Song and unless he takes road
points will be the overall winner for Friday's CRS event.   Mike G.

 
19:27   Psara rolls on stage 3  

Kris Psara rolled on stage 3, but was able to finish the stage with very little lost time and a flat
tire. They have now changed the tire and are on their way to stage 4.   Mike G.

 
19:25   Song takes the lead  

Tingwu Song now leads after beating Chris O'Driscoll by 0.25 min (15 sec) on stage 3.   Mike G.

 
18:07   No DNFs on First 2 Stages  

All cars have finished the first 2 stages. Chris O'driscoll leads Tingwu Song by a scant 6
seconds in Open 4wd for the overall lead with Kris Psara in 3rd overall. Kris Marciniak (4th
overall) leads Brian Scott (6th overall) by 46 seconds in CRS-2. In Perf Stock Sarkis
Mazmanian leads Jen Imai by over 2 minutes. In Open Lite Jesse Babbitz leads Kurt Smith by
only 1 second (so this could be close)   Mike G.

 
16:35   Helicopter on First View  
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The Guidance Aviation helicopter is hovering over the start of the first stage as they prepare to
take video of the cars on First View. It should be dramatic footage, given the exposure. Check
out the pre-rally video teaser at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=osIsr3vsLEg&noredirect=1.
So all the drivers all getting excited as the stage is about to start.   Mike G.

 
14:58   Cars about to start  

Twenty cars are about to start (at 3:00 PM) from Lamb Nissan in Prescott and head out to
Jerome for the start of the first stage (First View North) which is scheduled to start at 4:32 PM.  
Mike G.

 
  Live Text Overview  

RallyData will be bringing you "Live Text" from the Prescott Rally as the action unfolds during the
rally (Friday Oct 4 & Saturday Oct 5). While similar to Twitter, Live Text can have more than
140 characters allowing a more detailed description of the action. So come back on Friday
Evening to see what's happening.   Mike G.
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